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Agenda

1. Introduction to MCAT - Pat DeLaquil
2. Legislative Outlook Process - Dan Frye
3. Clean Buildings - Pat DeLaquil
4. Forestry - Catherine Thomasson
5. Transportation - Rich Peppers
6. Divestment - Dan Frye



Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT) Introduction

● We push for immediate GHG reduction legislation & policy statewide
● We organize into solid, informed constituent groups that talk directly to Oregon legislators
● We work to elect climate champions to state offices 
● We work within the climate and environmental justice coalition to counter the influence of 

the fossil fuel industry
● We are a 12-person Steering Committee, 500-person mailing list, FB & Twitter presence
● We have a special focus on Forestry, Transportation, Clean Buildings & Methane reduction



MCAT Legislative Outlook Process
● Year-Round Process involving legislators, staff, & activist groups

○ In advance of a long session:
■ Apr/May - Internal discussion proposing initial ideas (including last session 

losses) & exchanging draft ideas with 20-30 other activist groups
■ May - Create initial Outlook, test with small # of key legislators & refine
■ Jun/Jul - 1st session with Legislators (Summer Outlook)
■ Aug/Sep - Refine Outlook
■ Sep/Oct - 2nd session with Legislators (Fall Outlook)
■ Dec/Jan - Refine Outlook, adjust as needed to conform to final OCN 

priorities
■ Jan - 3rd session with Legislators (Winter Outlook)
■ Feb/Jun - Meet with Legislators as needed
■ Each bill has at least one MCAT following & keeping track

○ In advance of a short session
■ Start in August
■ Meet with Legislators Fall & Winter only



What to Expect in 2023 Session
● Hybrid session

● Legislators in the building
● Lobbyists in the building but with no 

meeting rooms or lobby due to construction
● New leadership and lots of new 

members
● A chance to show that we can pass lots of 

climate and other important environmental 
bills

● Potential for real culture shift



Clean and Healthy Buildings
• Support the Joint Task Force recommendations 
• Seek to maximize effective use of the incentives in the Inflation Reduction Act
• Are optimistic that 4 distinct pieces of legislation policies will be filed: 

a. Improvements to our state’s Base Building Code in common sense ways (including reducing 
embodied carbon), 

b. Creating a Building Performance Standard that would improve the efficiency of existing large 
commercial buildings, 

c. Incentives to advance heat pumps and strengthen our state’s energy efficiency programs, and 
d. Requirements to improve the efficiency and indoor air quality of state-funded buildings, with 

a focus on schools. 



SB 530 What are Natural Climate Solutions?

Protect or enhance the ability of natural 
and working lands to take up and store 
carbon 

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

While maintaining or increasing climate 
resilience, water quality and quantity, 
human well-being, and biodiversity.



Oregon’s temperate forests 
store even more carbon per 

acre than the tropical 
rainforests.



Carbon uptake and storage = Sequestration



Riparian 
Reforestation
• Filter & slow water 

runoff
• Stabilize upland slope
• Provides organic 

material in stream
• Reduce soil loss
• Cool stream water
• Pollinator habitat
• Nutrient uptake



Where are the “GHGs” 
in agriculture?

• Cover crops put more carbon 
in the soil in their roots.

• Reduce carbon loss from soil 
erosion

• Reduce nitrogen fertilizer 
use and runoff

• Reduce emissions from cows

Phacelia and clover between leeks-Oregon Tilth



SB 530 Natural Climate Solutions Bill
Sen. Dembrow

▪ Advances sequestration as a policy of the state  
▪ Invest in a comprehensive carbon inventory 
▪ Fund a study to
• Establish best strategy-based metrics
• Community-based impact metrics
▪ Agencies provide technical assistance & 

incentives.
▪ Leverage federal and private investments



Co-Benefits of Forest 
Natural Climate 
Solutions
• Rural jobs

• Reforestation
• Replanting
• Selective logging

• Reduce climate impacts
• Improve water quality and 

quantity
• Increase wildfire resilience
• Wildlife habitat Phacelia and clover between leeks-Oregon Tilth



Agriculture 
Co-Benefits

• Reduce fuel use
• Reduce climate impacts
• Reduce water needs
• Reduce fertilizer
• Improved pollinator habitat/numbers

A no-till planter into a terminated cover crop. Photo 
credit: Jason Johnson, NRCS-Iowa



What is our role?

▪ Lobby Oregon’s legislators 
▪ Join Metro Climate Action Team
▪ Email thomassonct@gmail.com
▪ Forum w Sen. Dembrow January 25,   

Wed, 6:30pm
▪ Registration: https://bit.ly/3IepiXQ

mailto:thomassonct@gmail.com
https://bit.ly/3IepiXQ?fbclid=IwAR34AD-0ncchDw-_WuKo3b5aT7xY3Sm2qucozsaxfk3RQ-ZwxVlgtdN9kqk


Transportation Bills
• Interstate 5 Bridge Replacement Project (IBR)

• MCAT is a member of the “No More Freeways” and “Joint Crossing Alliance” Coalitions
• Joint Committee on Interstate 5 Bridge is expected to develop legislation to fund the IBR. 

This issue will loom over the session.
• We need a new bridge, but it has to be the right bridge – one that that includes light rail and 

bus with public transit connections and parking at each terminus and also has facilities for 
active transportation. No more than six lanes should be approved. Any tolling planned should 
be designed to decrease congestion.

• Rebates for eBikes (LC 1994):  Expand rebates for EVs to include eBikes statewide 
through DEQ, providing up to $1200 for regular eBikes and up to $1700 for larger cargo 
versions. There are no income eligibility requirements.

• Better Fuels Oregon: Establishes a maximum carbon intensity value of 60 for all on-
road transportation diesel fuel sold in this state. The bill establishes a phased transition 
schedule starting in 2026 and ending in 2030 for moving on-road diesel vehicles from 
petroleum diesel to renewable diesel.  

• Biomass for Renewable Diesel (LC1222):  A study bill to explore how much biomass 
can be available as feedstock for producing Renewable Diesel in bulk in Oregon. 



Exit Fossil Fuel Investments
• MCAT is part of the Divest Oregon Coalition
• Supporting Treasury Investment and Climate Protection Act (HB 2601)
• The actions proposed by the bill

a. Immediate moratorium on new public and private carbon intensive investments
b. Exit from carbon-intensive investments within 6 months
c. Exit from existing public investments in the largest fossil fuel companies within 2 

years
d. Exit from existing carbon-intensive private investments by 2035
e. Establish a portfolio-wide Climate Resilience Plan with an environmental justice 

framework
f. Require Treasury transparency & reporting to public & the legislature

• There are 98 climate, environmental, and senior support organizations that 
are members of  the Divest Oregon Coalition - but not ESF.  Consider 
joining!



General Climate Bills
• Diesel Emission Reduction: Directs DEQ to study approaches to reduce diesel engine 

emissions attributable to indirect and stationary sources of air contamination.  Examples 
include construction sites, rail and shipping yards, and off-road heavy equipment.

• Cities’ Right to Electrify (LC 1931): Clarifies that Oregon cities do have the 
constitutional right to implement regulations such as banning new fossil fuel 
infrastructure. This is in response to NW Natural’s threats of lawsuits against cities.

• 100% Clean for Big Tech (LC 1335):  Sets limits on Greenhouse Gas Emissions(GHG) 
for high energy use facilities associated with the electricity used by those facilities.  The 
bill sets interim targets and ends with elimination of GHG emissions in the production of 
electricity for these facilities by 2040.

• Renewable Energy Siting: Big table conversation happening right now

• Budgets: Hold on to gains from previous sessions and make sure the influx of federal 
money is directed well and the agencies set up to use it



Communications

❖ Constant Contact
• Action Alerts
• Campaign Opportunities
• Updates

❖ Social Media 
• MCAT Facebook
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/606677356540130
• MCAT Twitter
• https://twitter.com/mcat_olcv

❖ Contact us at info.mcat.olcv@gmail.com
to join our email list

https://www.facebook.com/groups/606677356540130
https://twitter.com/mcat_olcv
mailto:info.mcat.olcv@gmail.com


Questions?


